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company: recycling of neWSpaperrs low
UCF recydes much oomputer paper, rep says
ported that UCF has collected:
• 22, 760 pounds of cardboard.
• -27,910 pounds of computer papeT.
UCF has seen mixed results from
• 300 pounds of newspaper.
a major recycling campaign six
• 641 pounds of aluminum cans .
She conceded that newsprint collecmonths after its start.
Last November, in compliance tion is low but pointed out that the
with the 1988 Florida Solid Waste numbers for both cardboard and comAct, UCFs Physical Plant Services puter paper are "fantastic." ·
While the number of cans collected
contracted the Orlando Waste Paper
Co. to begin collecting and recycling is "pretty good," according to Quick, it
aluminum cans, newspaper, card- is not particularly high and there is,
apparently, a good reason for this.
board and computer paper.
Orlando Waste Paper installed
According to eyewitnesses, the coithree movable containers as recep- lecting bins have become targets for
tacles for each of these items. In ad- those searching for redeemable items.
Scott Beaman, a senior majoring in
dition, UCF has set up bins in its
computer labs for extra paJ,ier.
finance, .works part time for The Central
Since that time, Michelle Quick, Florida Future delivering the newspaoffice manager and sales representasee RECYCLE page 5
tive for Orlando Waste Paper, reby Bill Cushing
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Cpl. J. McClure and Don Adkinson, assistant supervisor of Grounds, inspect the
broken chain on the .recycling bin and decide what size c~ain should replace it.

•

_Locks"broken, .cans stolen frOm bins
by Joelle Subourne

•
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_ Unidentified members of Zeta Tau Alpha carry bags of cans from the recycling bin
and put them in a truck. They were seen taking the cans March 24.

see THl;FTS page 5

Daytona senator ·confirmed
after eligibility confusion
.

•

After learning cans had been taken
from the campus recycling bin for aluminum, the Physical Plant locked it up
Friday to prevent more thefts.
However,· by noon Monday the lock
was broken. After a call to Pat Remsen,
superintendent of Building Services, the
bin was again secured. Two heavy padlocks and · chains now keep the bin
locked.
Recently, cans have been disappearing at a ste.ady rate from the bin, on the
east side of campus near the Health
Center.

Tom Fitzpatrick, a senior majoring in management, said he saw
people talcing cans out of the bin.
Fitzpatrick attends classes at night
and is involved with student activities that require him to be on campus ·
late at night.
"At 10 o'clock, they're already
worlcing on them, sometimes as early
as eight," he said, adding that there
are usually groups of four or five
worlcing out of pickup trucks .
Fitzpatrick said a can drive during
Greek Week increases this activity
and may encourage fraternity and

by Sandra L. Karr
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

After initial confusion about
his eligibility, Bob Cherry was
confirmed as a senator to the
Daytona Beach campus by
Chief Justice Pat Fletcher
March 19.
Cherry was voted into the
Daytona se_n ate March 7.
Confusion about Cherry's
eligibility for this position began Feb. 1 7. He was denied the
senate seat in a vote that fell
short of the two-thirds required
for confirmation.
The confusion stemmed from
a question about whether he
was enrolled at the Daytona
campus. Cherry met this requirement because the only
classes he has taken and received credit for were at the
Daytona campus.
Cherry filed an appeal

~

March 5 with Student
Government's Elections and
Appointments Committee. He
filed it for these reasons:
•To resolve any uncertainty
and confusion about his eligibility status.
• To establish responsibility to hold the senator position.
•To show his ability to continue the communication lines
between the Daytona and main
campuses.
The Daytona campus was
left without representation in
midsemester when Paul
Wheeler resigned his position
as Daytona senator.
Jennifer L. Peace worked to
find someone to replace him.
She said Cherry was highly
recommended to serve as the
student senator. Stu~ents at
the Daytona campus are extremely supportive of Cherry,
she said.

This·was .demonstrated by a
petition supporting him - 40
signatures were needed, and 72
students signed it.
Sen. Tim Adams from the ·
South Orlando· campus suggested that Cherry submit the
petition to show his support on
the Daytona campus.
"Bob Cherry and I communicate w:ith one another by discussing our concerns' and
keeping one another informed,"
Peace said.
Cherry said, "It is my feeling
that the main body of the student senate has a duty to act
with the best interest of the
area campuses in mind.
''The main campus has the
majority of resources at their
disposal and there are much
Nancy AobardSICENTRAL FLUt-llDA FUTURE
greater hardship on tpe part of
the area campus students try- SPINNING ART
ing to fill SG positions which
Paul Martin, an art education major, and communication major
are based on the main campus."
Krista Figlio work on projects. for their ceramics class.
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See
hottest professional water skiers in the world slalom at speeds up to 70
m.ph, distance jumpers soar 200 feet, freesty lers perform mid--air flips .. plus amazing
- barefoot water skiing, delta wing kite, kneeboard exhibitions and more! ,

•

On site product displays by:
• Indmar ·
• Skurfer

• MasterCraft
· • Hydroslide .

. • H.0.
· •Kidder

•Connelly
· · • Club Sportswear

Special show prices on high tech boats, ski equipment, sportswear and more.
Listen for details on

- ,

r

.

.

on how to win

•

lyfasterCraft Pro--Star 190... the boat the pros use.

·: Suns.h ine State Classic ·VIII "·

U=tc:#arr"r.=.f#
···--·-·
-·-·.
BOAT COMPANY

April 13--14, 1991
Barnett Park,_· Lake Lawne
(adjacent to the Central Florida Fairgrounds)
Time: Noon Saturday,
1:00 PM ·sunday
. (gates open 9:00 AM)
Tickets Available at your local ski shop
or call 1--800--992--2177

•
SAMMY
DUVALIJS
I.ii MasterCraft
BOATS

It's a day at the beach ... meet the pros, ~atch rays, convenient on--site
food/beverage concessions, meet new friends. Bring ·your beach towel and lawn chair.
•
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Animal rights ac~ivist speaks
as part of Earth Day series

•

words do the job," Moore affirmed, saying that
while he is passionate in his beliefs, he tries to
be dispassionate in presenting them .
He then presented figures, including the 50While in first grade, Stan Moore watched a
dog die in the streets of his hometown of Phila- plus million fur-bearing animals that die "in
delphia. Split up the middle, the still-living order tog~ an admiring glance," the millions
animal's intestines were spilled out onto the more that die in labs of the cosmetics industry
sidewalk. It was a shocking scene for the and for the "redundant, repetitive and mostly
youngster. .
useless lab experiments" of other industries.
Perhaps worse than these numbers, said Moore,
When he arrived home, he walked in the
kitchen and witnessed his mother gutting a are the 5 billion animals annually slaughtered to
chicken for that evening's dinner.
satisfy.our"insatiable desire" for meat.
That indelible impression resulted in D~.
"Charlie [the Tuna] is not trying to get caught,
Stan Moore founding two anim.al rights groups · Charlie's trying to get away," Moore said.
in the greater Orlando area. In March 1989,
He described the division of chickens into
he formed Voices for Animals of ·. Central "layers" and "feeders" where females are given
Florida Inc. Then, in August 1990, he started hormones to "produce more eggs than Nature
intended" or de-beaked to
ANIMALiberation Inc.
Moore spoke April 1 on
prevent the naturally territhe topic "Environment
"There's no use for
torial egg producers · from
Through an Animal Rights
pecking surrounding birds'
Perspective" as part of the
males in the animal kingeyes out in cramped living
Earth Day '91 Speaker Sedom ... once the sperm's
quarters that have "no terri. "Leaky auto air conditionries sponsored by UCF's
- tory."
by Sandra L. Karr
ers are the single largest
Environmental Society.
been extracted."
According to Moor~'s own CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
soµrce of CFC emissions to
Saying that people are
observations of the industry,
Attention UCF stuthe atmosphere in the ·
usually spoon-fed the ideas
newborn chicks are moved dents ... · say it, don't spray
United States."
concerning animal rights
·Dr. Stan Moore
-along assembly lines where it!
'
Freon~ used as a coolant
because its content might
Founder of
workers pluck the males,
The ozone layer i~ being
in
car and residential air
not be particularly "palatanimal rights groups
throw them into bags, depleted by man-made-con.ditioners and refrigeraable," Moore began by statbundle the filled sacks and gases called chlorofluoro"
tors, is a CFC.
ingthe philosophy of animal
throw them away.
.
carbons, or CFCs.
Some types of polystyactivists. It is, he said; "Very simple, very direct:
''There's no use for males in the animal kingCFCs are found in a varene foam (which people
Animals are not our property.
dom ... once the sperm's been extracted," he said. riety of products, such as
often
refer·.
to
as
''We view everything on earth as resources,"
"Each time we fill our mouths with food, we aerosol hair sprays.
"Styrofoam")
are
still
11).ade
Moore continued, adding that humankind has a are making ail environmental statement," he
The ozone layer is a thin
with CFCs.
tendency to define the specific value of an ani- said in answer to his own question, '1 What does barid of gas in the upper
mal purely in relation to its use to us.
- the environment have to do with eatingmeat?
atmosphere that .shields . Contrary to what one
He then listed some of the purposes for which
Moore pointed out that: ·
Earth from tbe sun's dam- might assume, CFCs are
not released only in the
animals have been kept in captivity:
• Livestock industrie's use half of the nation's aging rays.
•To feed, clothe or decorate people.
water supply.
In 1984, scientists dis- mail ufacturing process. .
They are aISo released into
• As human surrogates in laboratories.
• 80 percent of the nation's corn and 95 per- covered a large hole in the
• For means of entertainment, from Sea cent of the nation's oats go to feeding livestock ozone layer over Antarctica · the atmosphere · as foam
and warned of the re-sulting breaks or crumbles.
World to cockfights.
animals.
Here are some things you
•As aphr.odisiacs.
•The amount of grain products used to feed threat to plant, animal and
can do to save the ozone
''We of the animal rights movement must ·animals annually would be sufficient to feed the human life.
layer:
By 1989, the hole over
reject theJudeo-Christian-Hindi-Islamic ethic," world's population five times.
• Don't buy aerosol cans. - .
he said. It is a condition in which the meat and
• 2,500 gallons of water are required for ev- Antarctica had greatly inLots
of products come with
dairy industry has systematically altered ani- ery one pound of beef procured annually.
creased-in size.
non-aerosol vacuum pumps.
ma!s' lives -both chemically an? situationally
"So do.n't be so concern~ a~ut wasting wa;
Evidence of ozone de- ·
• When getting your car
- m 'order to prepare them for either propaga- te.r washmg your car or spnnkling your plants,
struction was widespread ~
air cond,itioning serviced,
tion or slaughter with rapid turnover of ·the he said. "Think about the .w'ater wasted on that in both the Southern and
patronize only repair shops
product being the primary aim.
cheeseburger."
·.'../,Northern hemispheres.
that use CFC recycling
He explained that theological training ha~
Moore said 9ur national appetite for meat
~t one time, CFCs were
equipment.
sanctioned every imaginable horror against has grown to the point that businesses are ~ow :'considered harmless. So
•
Avoid polystyrene
animals throughout history.
buying forests in the Amazon and in Africa to man used them in numerfoam, which includ-~s coolU sing the story behind the recently celebrated convert ta grazing land. It is not the politicians ous products. They are still ers and foam packing "peaPassover (an evel).t where captive Jews in Egypt or big businesses that are :responsible for the being used and still harm nuts."
coated lamb's blood on their doorways to signify existence of this industry, ifis us, he said.
our environment.
'
If you cannot te 11
their belief in God), Moore pointed out that our
''If it's radical to have respect for life, ·then fm
Aerosol cans are not the whether the foam was made
traditional view of animals being crea~d solely defi.Qitely, without a doubt; radical," Moore said.
only culprit of ozone deple- with CFCs, ask. Eventufor man's use is a "direct outgrowth of Biblical
He concluded his talk with a quote of Dr. ti on.
ally, retailers might ·pas-s
training," including the Koran and the Gita.
Albert Schweitzer's, which called respect for all , According to the-Natural on your concern to · manu"I didn't bring slides or films because I think life as "ethical." · · ~ l
·1' ; •
• •· '.
;
•
-Re's'Ource Defense Council, facturers.
by Bill Cushing
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·A erosol c8ns~ plastic
foa~· Contain gases
that harm the ozone

'

Population may hurt wildlife

•

Biologist found wading birds near heavy industrial plants

•

master's thesis along With
slides from fieldwork she conducted around Lake Hancock
Recent statistics show that in Polk County.
an average of 1,000 people ·
"I worked on finding rare
move to Florida daily. Acwrd- and endangered species in New
ing to a wildlife biologist, that Hampshire," Edelson exfigure might "pose a serious plained. "When I came to
threat to [Florida's] wildlife."
Florida, I thought I would be
Naomi Edelson, who gradu- identifying pristine areas for
ated from the University 9f protection."
.
Florida, is a wildlife biologist
She said that the environfor the St. John's .Department ments she found herself workofWater Management. She was ing on, though, were less than
the second speaker in the se- pristine.
ries of talks presented by UCFs
Starting in 1988, after a
Environmental Society leading state feasibility study of wetup to the 1991 Earth Day.
lands and.restoration, ~delson
Speaking in the UCF Re- observed the living habits of
hearsal Hall on ·March 28, wading birds. These birds were
Edelson used portions of her found near lakes that were also
by Bill Cushing
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PLAYING FOR THE EARTH
Craig Larer and Laura Pope play songs and joke around on stage.
They performed on the Green to kick off Earth Week.

•

near heavy ·industrial plants.
She concentrated on the snowy
egret, filld she also studied both
the blue and the tricolor heron.
Edelson, along with other
researchers, performed weekly
studies, which -included docu- menting the number of birds
present, atmospheric visibility
and temperature, as well as
analyzing chemical conditions
of the area.
"It [Lake Hancock] is located
in the heart of the state's phosphate mining district," she said.
Because. these lakes and
waters contain heavy concentrations of nitrogen, phosphate
and solid materials, Edelson

see BIRDS page 4
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by Heidi Steiner
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

A male is peeking rmder women's
bathroom stalls - again.
However, UCF police said there is
not enough information to link this case
to a similar one in February.
"There was not a good enough description the second time," said DetectivelSgt. Tom QQrbas, head of investigations.
"We cannot say the cases are related
because there just was not enough information," QQrbas added.
Sgt. Sandra McClendon, of crime
prevention, feels the same way.
"No. There is no relation." .

This time, two female students reported .a white male
peeking rmder _bathroom stalls in the library at 3:45 p.m.
March22.
One of the females
to1d UCF police that
as she went into the
bathroom stall, she ·
noticed a male walking in the bathroom
and peeking under
the stalls.
She told police she got nervous and
wanted to leave but could not because
the male was in the bat!1room.

According to a report, the male left about
one or two minutes later.
The witness left the
bathroom to get her
friend and told police she
did not see the male
outside the bathroom
when she left.
·· According to police,
the first witness told her
friend to go in the same
bathroom and see if it
happened to her.
Her friend went into the bathroom,
and while she was washing her hands,
the male came into the bathroom .
again.

According to police, when he s~w
the witness washing her hands, he left
immediately.
The two girls followed the male so
they could try to get a good description
of him, police said.
The similar peeking incident happened Feb. 20 in the same second-floor
bathroom in the library.
That time, a girl using the toilet saw
a man lying on the floor and peeking at
her.
The victim yelled, "Get out of here!"
and the male ran out of the bathroom,
police said.
That peeker was described as a
heavy, white male with black hair and
a mustache.
·
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A HEALTH PROFESSIONS UNIVERSITY DEDICATED TO:
Meeting the total-patient health care challenges of to~orrow
Organi.zing help to medically underserved areas
Recruiting health care manpower tcf meet community needs
Educating health care professionals

•

•

•
SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY OF THE

GIVE SOME. .. BLOOD, THAT IS
Anita Casperson: a Bloodmobile nurse, checks a pint of donated
blood. The Bloodmobile is on campus for Greek Week.

are now being sited for future
FROM PAGE3
studies.
Inspections are rmder way
said, "It's clear that we need to to discover what the longbe concerned with our respon- range effects on birds living in
sibility about what our actions these areas~ might be, especially those birds living closer
mean to the birds.
''What this study showed to the plants and factories.
One example Edelson gave
was that the birds are using
the [industrial] sites. We don't was the possibility of parasites
know if the sites are good for infecting and killing chicks.
Although this tendency has
them," she said.
"I strongly believe that con- been seen, she said the possiservation of wildlife populations bility has not been validated.
"Artificial habitats are more
depends on rmderstanding the
foraging habits and needs of likely to be used than the
natural. This affirms the need
these birds," Edelson stated.
She said changes in the Ev- to be more aware of long-term
erglades over the past several effects of these artificial habidecades were probably instru- tats on bird populations," she
mental in causing this change said.
:a

Colleges of:
Osteopathic Medicine . Pharmacy

..

-
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... • •
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Invites You To Attead Our

mwading birds' habits. Areas .,

BIRDS

HE~LTH SCIENCES

- ANNUAL OPEN HOUSE
DATE: THURSDAY-APRIL 9TH, 1991
TIME:

2:30 P.M.-5:15 P.M.

•

PLACE: UNIVERSITY.OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
EDUCATION BUILDING
.ROOM340
ORLANDO, FL 32816 \

INFORMATION

REFRE~HMENTS

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PtEASE CALL
(407) 823-2361
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sorority members to resort to
stealing in order to accumulate
points. The money raised by the
drive is donated to a charity
picked by the annual Greek
Week committee.
Fitzpatrick said, "I find it a
shame that these groups have
lost the idea of community service."
Members of Zeta Tau Alpha
sorority were seen taking cans
from the bin at about 2 p.m.
March24.
Females wearing T-shirts
with the letters ZTA took bags
of cans from the bin and put
them in the back of a small
black pickup truck. A license

·plate with the letters ZTA was taking from them, according to
Remsen.
·
on the front of the truck.
"This is totally misusing the
ZTApresidentAmy Wmd said
· March 28 she is looking into the purpose," she said. "We hoped
people wouldn't use the bins
matter within the sorority.
"We have no comment," wrong. Somewhere down the
line, we hope it's used corWind said.
According to Greek Affairs rectly."
UCF Detective/Sgt. Tom
Coordinator Greg Mason, InerHall Council had invited Greek Gorbas said people who took
organizations to take cans from cans from the bin may have assumed the cans were in a reguthe dormitories and the bins.
IHC r~presentatives said lar Dumpster.
Remsen said any money genthey were unaware the bins
were regulated by the Physical erated from the bins goes back
into supporting the program.
Plant.
"But it's not a money-mak"I talked to the groups and
they say they wouldn't have ing deal. There'll always be a
taken cans if they knew the cost for supporting it," she said.
The matter involving ZTA wjll .
purpose of the bins," Mason
be offered to the Panhellenic Jusaid.
The bins were locked up af- dicial Board, according to Mason.
ter Physical Plant personnel The board will decide whether or
were informed people were not to hear the case.
-

I

•
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SOURCE: Michelle Quick,
Orlando Waste Paper

M

RECYCLE

UCF TEAM DENTIST

FROM PAGE 1

pers to the stands, between
midnight
and 2 a.m. Tuesdays
Our UCF
and Thursdays.
"I only saw it [happen] once,"
Good Knight Offer!
Beaman said. ''When I pulled
~~
--~
o
l
·o ~
$1 O Check-up includes: .
the van up by the office, I saw
a jeep. Several people were
o~~::::!\ • Initial E~am • 2 Bitewing X-Rays •
standing outside the jeep by the
Offer
good
with
Valid
UCF
l.D.
Only
side of the white recycling bin
Oaorqa qran Yarl-jo, 0.0.5.
nearest to the road. They drove
Expires 5/3/91
·
off, and in the back, they had
Good on initial visit only
huge black plastic bags."
The recycling bins are located between the newspaper's
editorial and business offices,
11780 E. Colonial Dr.
*THE PATIENT AND THE OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR
by the Student Health Center.
PAYMENTHASARIGHTTO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT
Orlando, FL 32817
Patricia Remsen, superinOR BE REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANYOTHERSERVICE,
EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A
tendent
of Building Services,
Alafa}'a Village Shopping Center
RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
said on some Monday morn)~DVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE, DISCOUNTED FEE, OR RE(Corner of Hwy. 50 & Al~faya Tr.)
DUC§D FEE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.
ings, UCFs custodians can follow a trail of liquid that leaks
~~~~;;;;!;;;;;;;;;;;m;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;====;;;;;;;=;;;;;;==--------mii!ii.;._.._.._..~:.;m;;;.Jl _ _j from the bags holding empty
cans. ht an effort to prevent
this loss., Remsen said custodians try to collect cans daily.
She said UCF has not considered what legal action it
might take in response to such
a situation, adding, "We hope
that never happens."
According to Quick, the
waste company isn't necessarily concerned with shrinkage
because any items collected are

~

282-2101

•

•

•
•

Order of Omega

considered UCF propertY until
the agency collects and weighs
them.
She said the openings to the
Dumpsters are such- that it would be "rather difficult geiting your hand in and -it's not
wide enough for someone to
[easily] crawl through."
Collections are made on a
will-call basis from the Physical
Plant office.
According to Orlando Waste
Paper records, calls have been
averaging twice monthly for
newspapers and cans, while the
company has collected cardboard about every three weeks
and computer paper about once
a month.
Payment is as follows:
• Cardboard - $1 per .100
pounds.
• Newspaper-75 cents per
100 pounds.
• Computer paper - $4 per
lOOpounds.
• Aluminum cans - about
$28 per 100 pounds. About 20
cans make up a pound.
Quick said there is no pickup
charge except in -the case of
cardboard, for which the university pays $105 per pickup.
Remsen said other groups,
including Valencia Community
College and Florida Hospital,
are studying UCFs program.

•

•
•

•
•

The University ot Central Florida Chapters of
Order of Omega
..
&
Consultants fot: Effective Leadership
invite delegates from
all clubs and organizations
to attend their
First Annual UCF Leadership Conterenee
on Saturday, April 13, 1991 from 9:30am to 4:00pm
in the College of Business Building.
The conference will include ten workshops
of interest to all types of organizations,
as well as a hot buffet lunch,
featuring a motivational keynote speaker.

•
•
•

R~gistration is
$10.00 per p·erson
which includes lunch

Please respond to Student ~rganizations,
Student Center 215 on or before April 5.

Make checks payable to UCF.

Jim Ferguson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

HEAVE-HO
•

ZTA~ t~hqrmon . Ever&, "Bob" BobfQWSki a~rld Erin Thiel lift bags of
c~ns up to be weighed. They collected the cans for Greek' Week.

1

i
!
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• DECAL WARNING
UCF police want to warn all
students that the sale of new
decals marks the beginning of
an increase in the amount of
parking decals that are reported lost or stolen.
Some people avoid buying
decals because they can steal
them from others. Students
have reported 16 stolen decals
in the past three months.
The Office of Crime Prevention advises students to put
their decals on ·their cars as.
;oon as they purchase them.
Students must file a report
ftheir sticker~are stolen. Stulents can then buy another
;ticker for half price.
For more information, call
>arking Services at ext. 5812.

For more information, contact Robert Oliver at 677-0617.

Arts Building.
For more information, call
Kim Dawson at 366-3802.

• THE CONNELLS
The Campus Activities
presents
THE
Board
CONNELLS, an alternative
rock ban~. It ~ll perform at 8
p.m. April 11 in the Student
Center Auditorium.
A limited amount of free
tickets are available at the
KIOSK for students.

• PEN PAL PROGRAM
The Intensive English Program for international students
is hosting a "Pen Pal Activities"
program from 10 a.m.-noon
April 11 in PC 530, across frqm
CEBA.
The UCF students meet with
students from Valencia Community College and write letters to one another to improve
•EARTH DAY EVENTS
The UCF Environmental their writing and friendships.
The program also provides
Society is hosting its UCF
Earth Day 1991 Speaker Se- an orientation for Valencia
ries. All shows will begin at 7:30. students.
For mor~ information, call
p.m. in the SCA
• April 10 - Dan Williams Myrna Creasman at ext. 5468.
of Greenpeace will present
"Time for a Sane and Safe En- •LIBRARY EXHIBITS
The Library is showing new
ergy Policy."
I ADOPT A PET
•April 15-Cindy Westra . exhibits in its Special CollecStudents are seeking honies
·
of Back to Nature will present tions. Look for:
or rescued cats.
• ''The Social and Moral ImAdopt-a-Pet Day will be held "Domino Effect: Toxins vs.
plication of Holocaust," a disrom 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. April 6 Wildlife and Environment."
Micheal play on the human experience
• April 18 or abandoned, neglected and
tbused cats rescued by stu- _Geoghaegans of the United in the Holocaust from prejudice
Nations will present ''The Poli- to genocide, by Eva Ritt and
lents at UCF.
Anita Lam of the Holocaust
The student organization is tics of the Environment."
Memorial Resource and Edualled UCF Campus Action for
cation Center.
ffiimals. The cats are rescued • HELP HOMELESS
• "Earth Day Celebration," .
Here is your chance to help
b.rough the group's ongoing
by Sam Rao, Lindsey Dedow
:at Rescue and Relocation the homeless.
The Social Work Student and Rita Manley of the UCF
'rogram.
Advisory
Association is aiding Environmental Society.
Within the last 23 months
• "Wolfgang Amadeus
1ore than 250 cats have been the Coalition for the Homeless.
The coalition sb.rted a new Mozart, 1756-1791," by Dr. Lee
escued through the program.
ANIMALiberation
of program called "New Begin- Eubank, a music professor.
u:nerica Inc. has donated the nings." It needs donations,
~e of its storefront headquar- such as blankets and clothes, · • SPEAK EASY
A Media Spokesperson
ers for the event. The store is for this program. From April
t 9 W. Washington St. (offOr- 1-5, drop containers will be at Training Seminar will be prenge Avenue) fo downtown the library, the Administra- sented by the Florida Public
tion Building and the Fine Relations Association on,Tues>rlando.

day at Pelican Bay Country
Club in Daytona Beach.
The workshop is designed to
make public relations professionals and corporate executives more comfortable and
confident when dealing with
the media.
The cost for the all-day
seminar is $50 for non_:FPRA
members. The cost of attending .
only the luncheon and media
panel is $12.
To register, call Helen
Reigler at (904) 239-61 75.

society with only one requirement for membership: a score
within the top 2 percent of the
general population on a standardized IQ test.
The testing fee is $25.
Call Dana Novatnak at 6784395 for more information.

• CLOG·A·THON
There is going to be some
footstompin', hand clappin' and
hootin' and hollerin' from 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Sunday at Flea
World, High~ay 17-92.
The Florida Easter Seal Society and Hollywood East
•AUTORACE
The Florida Solar Energy Cloggers will be holding the
Center is sponsoring an auto Second Annual Clog-A-Thon to
race April 21 to promote the benefit Camp Challenge,
use of vehicles powered by al- Florida's only wheelchair accessible camp for children and
ternative energy.
The "Solar Challenge" auto 'adults with disabilities. ·
To make a donation or
rally race will be held in conjunction with "Sun Day 1991," pledge, call (800) 330-DAWN er
FSEC?s annual open house. (407) 896-7881.
For more information, call
This is the first year for the
Patti Havens at 896-7881.
race.
FSEC is looking for vehicle
entries and volunteers to help • LOSE WEIGHT '
with the race.
A weight loss program,
Any student or organization · "Weight No Longer," will begin
wishing to participate can ob- Monday in- the · Conference
tain a form from the Student Center at Florida Hospital East
Engineering Council or in the Orlando, 7727 Lake Underhill
dean's office Room 107 of Drive in Orlando.
CEBA I.
'
Participants can register for
afternoon or evening classes.
(Afternoon classes begin at 1 :30
• ARE YOU SMART?
The Central Florida Mensa, p.m. and evening classes begin
the local chapter of American at 7 p.m.)
The cost of nine 90-minute .
Mensa, the high IQ society, will
be offering its membership test sessions is $90; participants
at 10 a.m. April 13 at Rollins who reach their ideal weight
College, Cornell building, Room will receive a $10 rebate.
For more information or to
159.
Mensa is an international register, call 281-8602.

COMING THURSDAY APRIL 11TH ...

EDUCATION JOB ,FAIR
SPONSORED BY THE .COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
AND THE CAREER RESOURCE CENTER ·
A CHANCE FOR UCF
STUDENTS AND SCHOOL DISTRICT
OFFICIALS TO GET TOGETHER TO
DISCUSS TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES

•

PARTIAL LIST OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS

PROFESSIONAL ATIIRE RECOMMENDED

BREVARD
BROWARD
CHARLOTIE
CITRUS
DADE
DUVAL
GLYNN (GA)
HIGHLANDS
INDIAN RIVER
LAKE
LAKE HIGHLAND PREP
MARION

MONROE
OKEECHOBEE
ORANGE
OSCELOA
PALM BEACH
PASCO
PINELLAS
POLK ·
PUTNAM
ST. LUCIE
SEMINOLE
VOLUSIA

LOCATION: UCF EDUCATION GYMNASIUM· MAIN CAMPUS
TIME: 9AM TO NOON & 1 PM TO 3PM
FOR FURTHER INFO. : CONTACT DENISE MOORE IN THE CAREER RESOURCE CENTER
• ADMIN. 124 • 823·2361
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The International ~tudent Association
will host the first

•

/

•

.'l'DEllE AllE S.'l'U))EN'I' GOVEllNIIJ~N'I'
SI1 0NSOllEJ) JJ~\l)EllSDll1
SCDOl.J\llSDll1 S AV1\ll.J\llI.Jn

•

4'fTl~~·1·mN H'IIIH~.N'fS;

J«f J~Utsptart JtglJI
at the

•
TO BE ELIGIBLE YOU MUST:
Plan to be enrolled during the 1991 ·: 92
academic year and were not at any time within
the 9·(nine) months prior ·t o the application due _
date, paid Student Govemment Officials•

•
•

•
•
•

-·

The scholarships will be awarded to ten
students 11who have improved student life on
camp.us.11

~

- THE APPLICATIONS MUST BE RETURNED TO THE
OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESEIDENlFOR STUDENT
AFFAIRS, AD 282, 3-2821
·.
~

Applications can be picked up at . ,
the Student-Government Offices _
between the-hours of 9am-4pm!
1

11

.

·---

~

Hosted by the International Student Association at UCF

- APPLICATIONS ARE DUE FRl~AY, APRIL 5, 1991 i

~

Jiflu;_betl1

Friday, April 19, -1991

@

8 pin

Special UCF rate of $4~00!!!
. Ticket orders taken ori campus**
Monday, April 1st

11 am - 2 pm

Library entrance

Thursday, April 4th 11 am - 2 pm
Friday, April 5th
11 am - 2 p·m

Tables on Green
Tables on Green

** $4.00 Discount rates available for all festival performances of either
Macbeth or Twelfth Night, (April 1 - 21). ·
Further information available from:
Joanna ML'Cully, Coordinator International Student Services Office,
Adminstration 225, 823-2337

---

8
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UCF Computer Store ·
Creative
Computer
Corporation

·C reative 286-20 Mhz
1 MB Memory
43 MB S.eagate Hard Drive
1.44 MB (3.5") Floppy Disk Drive
101 Key Fujitsu Keyboard
1 Parallel, 2 Serial, 1 Game Port
14" Monochrome Monitor
Monochrome Graphics Adapter
Chic Mouse (MicroSoft Compatible)
Dos 4.01

$ 965.00

•
•

Creative 286-16 Mhz Laptop
Weighs Less than 8 pounds!
Standard Features:
1 MB RAM (Expandable to 2 or 5 Meg:
20 MB Hard Prive
1.44 MB (3.5") Internal Floppy
Paper White ~acklit LCD
640x480 Pixel, VGA
1 Parallel, 2 Seri4l Ports
External Monitor Port
3 to 5 Hour Battery Life
Microsoft DOS 4.01
·carrying Case Included

•
•
•

·$1,695.00
Creative 386sx-16 Mhz Laptop.
Weighs Less than 8 pounds and 2 Megs Ram

•

•

$ 2,226.00

•

•
•

•

SUNDAY

2

6

5

4

3

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY ~

MONDAY:

GREEK WEEK!!
Games

3-6PM

I

GBEEKWEEK!
Dance Marathon
lOAM· lOPM ·

•
-7

ftOV~C

.....,

~

Batman
Pee Wee's Big
Adventure ·
418 [...
6:30 & .9 PM SAC

8
SPEAKER:
Al Galves
Killer Job
Finding in
the 90's
8PMSCA

14

COMEDY:
Jeff Dunham
le Peanut
9 PM SCA
9

SJ

MOVIE:
Tommy: the

Who

21

f\OV'~C

......
Hellraiser ~
Hellboimd:
Hellraiser II

4122 (...
6:30 & 9 PM ·SAC

22

· Make '91·'92
your year
to get involved.

JOIN.....

tfu. Stars

7:30 rp<Jv{

'RJ,ffuting Pont£
(6ring a picnic clinnc.r
anti a 6£ankf,t)

~T~:

DEAD DAY

12
BAND:
THE CONNELLS
~T~:
8 PM SCA
David Cassidy(1950)
t\OVIC
~.

Beetlejuice ~
6:30 &9 PM SAC

23

MOVIE:
This is Spinal
.
Tap
6:30 le 9 PM
SAC

Baseball
SW Louisiana ~t UCF
3& 7PM

13

f\OV~C

tO

David Letterman (1947)

An American
Tail
I & 3 PM SAC

19

20

~~.S/\T~N ..
OH

CAMPUS

Saturn of OrlaruJ.~,
670 North High7.l!ay 17 & 92,
Longwood
(407) 767-2022

24

6:30 & 9 PM SAC

25

l\OV'~C 26 .

823·

4UCF

Adolf Hitler (1889)
Jessica Lange (1949)
Luther Vandross (19S1)

Psycho .

tO

Sympfiony 1.lnaer

28

James Baker (1930)
Jay Leno (1950)

Tuesday ,
Night Live!!
SPECIAL
EVENT
SCA

Baseball
BethuneCookman at
UCF 7P.M

11

10

~ 17

~/

Rear Window
6:30 & 9 PM SAC

Blazing Saddles
6:3Q &9 PM SAC

6:30 le 9PM
SAC

16

DialMfor
Murder
6:30 & 9 PM SAC

Lake Claire

Nightbreed
6:30 & 9 PM SAC

27

W~r

(c•lll

.

~

- ~

• •

.
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The United States
lost in the abyss of
world relations
Consider Iraq. Again. The United States has the
option of either helping to finish off Hussein and
installing another puppet government, or backing off
and letting the Middle East decide the fate of Hussein.
According to The Orlando Sentinel, in its "Sound
Off" poll (a non-scientific poll where readers call in
about their feelings on an issue), 76 percent of 1,280
callers wanted Saddam Hussein out of office through
America's power.
This is not a very finite way of saying, ''Yes, theUnited States should go into Iraq and kick some
Saddam#**," but it does say that Americans consider
active military action in Iraq a viable option.
But is this a reasonable option?
Perhaps it is. We could send more troops over after
bringing them home. We could invest in more planes,
guns and tanks. We could invade Iraq and take over.
We could also lose lives or be forced to keep an active
force i.n Iraq to maintain peace.
When considering invading Iraq, we should als~
consider other things.
tFirst, the entire battle we just fought was mainly
by keeping/getting Iraq forces out of Kuwait. An active
assault on Iraq would require forcing out a disease
that has spread to all the vital organs of the body.
Secondly, would any Iraqi citizens support the
United States? Iraq is not democratic. It is currently
battling internally with various nation states that
wish to be singular, such as the Kurds and the Shiites.
I
The Iraqi people do not need .the United Stiit€3
marching in and saying, ''You get this piece andlyou
get that piece. Now guys, don't fight, we'll decid~ for
I
you."
What they need is either support or disapptoval
through our dealings with them. If we were ab e to
get weaned from the oil, think what a more s able
economy we would have. It is truly odd that only now
has Bush begun research on alternative fuel sources
'
after the oil scares of the 1970s.
Another thing to consider -would be the actual
fighting;
.
Now this was mentioned before, but did you think
about it? Probably not. Consider the fact that we would
be fighting on their homeland, blowing up their buildings and reorganizing a country·that has been around
for a while.
The simple fact is that the United States cannot
change Iraq.
The people believe in what they believe and live
accordingly. But we can give international support
through loans or sanctions. We can convince our allies to behaye in a certain manner, but we can't change
·
the people.
We shouldn't try. America should be happy to have
all the allies it has. America has not been the most
pleasant of countries in history. It is a big fish in a
really big pond. America needs to protect its interests
but not at the loss of its people or funds.
Let's k_eep our interests a little closer to home.
We're getting our oil, so let's let it be.
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Frustrated youth seek outlets
In the eyes of the skeptical public, it would seem to
be that the wig-headed, mega-makeup prudes of the
religious community are doing their best to tell us,
the people, what is good for us and what isn't. The
subject of role playing; which has made a small
showing just recently in the Future, is another exam.stuck in a character?", The audience laughed at the
ple pf how the chlirch need~ to lighten up.
absurdity of the question, but the performer became
lt'.s only a game, right? Or is it?
In order to understand the position of the church, very serious. ''My greatest fear," he said "is that one
it is important that we understand the function of day I wi~l wake up, an:d be able to do Bogart, Stewart
role-playing games. On paper, they sound all right: and Robmson, but I won't remember how to do me."
I cannot vouch for the accuracy of the characters
you take a piece of paper, determine the statistics for
your character, maybe do some background and you're mentioned, but the point of the story is clear: if you
ready to rock 'n' roll. Whenever you want your char- spend enough time being Conan, you may forget how
·
acter to do something, you roll the dice. What could to be yourself.
From my experience, I know of several people who
be wrong with that?
What can be wrong with that is this: your character, have been inducted into witchcraft, and a major inmore often than not, will not _remain on that piece of fluence in this direction of their lives were, role-playing
paper. As you continue to play, you may adopt your games. The fantasy life was so alluring it undoubtedcharacter's persona into yourself. You may start to ly pulled them along. Is it any wonder that the church
beco~e a different person. The extremity of these . views these things as wrong when they can serve as
effects can be varied. Some people shrug it off as a such a serious impediment in the mental and emotional development of a child?
.
.
game, unharmed at all.
The purpose of this article is not to blame Dungeons
At the other end, however, someone else is plunging
headlong into that fantasy world. For him, the walls and Dragon~ for teen suicides, nor is it to condemn .
of reality and fantasy are breaking down. This person tho~e who play such games. It is to say, however, that
begins to see monsters around every corner~ and wants the mfluence of role-playing games cannot and should
not be underestimated.
to take them on, like a game.
Role-playing games may not cause suicide, but ·to
There was -a story, told by a minister, about a
famous impersonator. It went something like this: · the confused adolescent grasping for acceptance and
the impersonator was on a talk show after having respect, frustrated that things ar.e not like life in the
just performed his act and the host asked him a . game world, it could lead them to make disastrous
question: "Are you ever worrie_d that you will become decisions.

•1111111

1

·Ta-king an ax to 5th Amendment
_ ''The American System of crim~al prosecution is
accusational, not inquisitional, and the fifth Amend-·
ment is its'essential mainstay."
Thus, the words of former Supreme Court Justice,
William Brennan, permeated the halls of the criminal justice system in the 1964 ruling of Malloy vs.
Hogan.
Nearly 30 years later, a Supreme Court lacking
Justice Brennan and, to a great extent, justice, found
it in their jurisdiction to take an ax and chop the fifth
amendment into a parade of great words that lack
meaning.
On March 26, the Supreme Court voted 5-4 in
favor of the admission of coerced confessions in a
court of law. Coercion, in Websteis elaborate definition, is described as "government by force; restraint;
hindrance by legal authority; compulsion."
For all who can tackle the many connotations pre. sented, you can probably discern that coercion is not
the sort of practice you'd want to become common in
your criminal justice system. Coercion, in its vast
forms, can entail mental and/or physical cruelty; it is
the quest to wrench a confession from a suspect; inn~cent or guilty, coercion can effect both.
Mental crueltj could well entail a suspect being
held incom~unicado from family, friends and legal
representation; death threats to the suspect could
ai®: ~ used to impel a confession. Physical cruelty to
a suspect could range from the cel~brated "Los Ange-

11£1111111

les Police Department" therapy to the deprivation of
food and sleep.
·
If the Supreme Court's coercion ruling does not
seem to affect you, think again. The Supreme Court
of today will be indicative of tomorrow's social norms.
It was Bob Dylan who said, "you don't need a weather
m~ ~ know which way the wind blows," and, boy$
an girls, I say the wind now reeks of venomous
injustice; its fumes will choke anyone in its way.
I conclude with an old but accurate statement· a
government without a moral foundation will not h~s
itate to roll over its own.
A government that believes that coercion is an O.K
tactic can't help but to reduce its standards of humanity.
Many ~~ricans will not acknowledge the coercion ruling,
because it.s not pleasant to think of and, furthermore, it
does not directly affect their lifestyle.
Does something have to stare a person in the face
before he or she will act?
It'~ a drag, but the nation's majority would rather
turn 1ts head and believe that· its anal contents don't
stink, than to counter harsh realities.
Damn the apathetic!
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· · UCF becomes major school, but with no classes

.

There's certainly one thing that the administration of the UCF won't have to worry about over the
summer: There won't be many lawsuits lodged by
students suffering hernias from lifting the latest course
• catalogue.
When I first picked it up, I was certain a mistake
had been made somewhere along the line. Surely, the
.,,- printing company had lost some of the material that
was supposed to go in the final copy.
. Where was the rest of it? That opinion was reinforced by the fact that, on page 1 7, there is a section
• titled "History cont'd" which lists the rest of the
mathematics classes. Apparently, however, what we've
seen is what we get.
The College of Education, which was one of those
many were most worried about, seems in pretty good
shape. One question though: What does "Anal Ed ·
Found" mean?
Anyway, here we have George "I Want to be the
Education President" Bush still spending over 50
percent of our national budget on toilet seats and
• other assorted military boondoggles while relegating
education to less than 5 percent of federal funds,
while putting the responsibility for the job on the
states.
·
•
Speaking of the president's delivezy on educational
advancements, a CBS/New York Times poll released

•

in March revealed that only 26 percent of those questioned think he is actually doing something while 62
percent believe he just talks about doing something.
It's almost a certainty that the state governors aren't
among that 26 percent.
.
At the same time, Guv' Chiles, the man who purportedly wants to increase the educational value of
the state and encourage current students to pursue
careers in teaching. In February, Chiles pledged a
greater percentage of budget money to be spent in the ·
classroom but, two weeks ago, said that educators'
salaries won't be increased unless taxes are raised.
Yet, the man has no problem giving eleven of higherups (the folks making a slew of money) $4,000 annual raises.
Of course, part of our financial woes might stem
from the fact that our state legislature is filled with
geniuses who suggest that a good way to curtail budget problems is to cut off out-of-state students from
entering the system (and paying higher tuition).
Not long ago, while in the bookstore, I watched
four or five university employees standing around,
killing time. Hey, get to work!
If the University can't afford to offer me classes,
they sure can't afford to pay you guys to stapd around
and shoot the breeze. If the school really is being
·forced to cut back on services and programs, how is it

tflflflill

possible that there are more portable buildings and
surveying stakes going up around the place?
· I know, I know. Tell me all about how this construction is being initiated from funds already earmarked from other budgets and so on and so forth ...
Hey, ifl can tak~ money out of my.savings account
to cover extra expenditures written on my checking
account, surely the university's high-powered accountants can find some way of doing something along
those lines here. ·
After all, the administration is not asking them to
work for free - something the state did ask the
faculty.
Of course, I've already heard that "things just aren't
that simple as all tl}at." To which I can only reply,
''Why aren't they?"?
I keep hearing how UCF wants to become one of
the "top three" universities in the state's system.
How does one go about being a major university
without classes?

On and Off Campus

Elton Bracey
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us pick up ail our awards at 8 on Saturday.
Ritual Sun. at 7. Swin great job in dance
contest

112 Duplex-UCF area. 2 bdrm/2 bath all appliances included. For sale by owner. $58,500
Cail (407)269-0391 or (407) 282-4487

Zeta Tau Alpha

Zeta is going for Greek Week #61111 Greek
Sing is tonight in the SCA- meet at the house
at 5:00 to practice! Congrats to Amy R. for
winning the vocal competition in the talent
showcase! Also-congrats to Susan for membership to ODKll Zeta knows Greek Weeki!!

A.A. meeting every Wed. 12-1pm Bio. Bldg.
rm 140 Happy Joyous and Free

Alpha Phi Omega

Hope everyone had a fun holiday weekend!
Don't forget: Pledge fundraiser 4n and social
4112. Good luck pledges on your final I
Gainesville or bust-We're going to sectionals!

It's spring tJmel And spring time means it's
picnic time tool The annual BCM!lnt'I Picnic is
this Saturday (April 6)-Come to Knight
Light(Thurs 7pm SOL) for more info!

Have fun earning money 671-5117

Protect yourself against violence with keychain protection spray. Send $19.95 + $1.50
P+H to Land &Sea P.0. Box 679138 Orlando,
FL32867

Homes needed for 100 German students for 2
to 6 weeks you choose student. Cai I Kara 6296154 for more information
Cash: for old wooden fishing lures and quality
reels 823-5072, 290-2542

LOST: Sharp electronic organizer
(black, model ZQ-2000)
@Wild Pizza CEBA2, or mall parking
call Rob 679-6210
It was a gift.

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
Keep the.memories 'round. Takeapartofyour
college experience with you-your college
ring. Jostens! There is a difference; look for itl
It's Academic in the University Shoppes
Need help in French? 851-7568 ~adia

Delta Sigma Pl

Pledges-know your stuff I I Good luck this
weekend...
See those girls run-Floor
Hockey tonight. Watch out for the queen
blonde ambition girl from HELL.

I

Complete Typing/WP Services FAST AES
2431 Aloma #226 671-4414

TOY AND MODEL TRAINS: RAILROADlANIA Prof Hartman ENGR 247 or 823-2317

Lambda Chi Alpha

Keep up the great work Tearn 1 softball and
Hockey. Tonight Spm softball vs rrKA.
Hockey 6:30 vs. ATO 8:00 Greek Sing-Let's
have-a clean sweep. No matter what they say
AXA Lil Sis will always be important to us.
Enough said!
·

~

Word Procffyping by professional. Reports,
resumes, transcription editing accuracy paramount Call 295-8457

For Sale Computer desk wtchair $50, Bar
Stools $10, King sizewaterbed $150 OBOCall
Cory 678-9297
2 Prom Gowns 1st purple sequins $100 obo
2nd full size powder blue with hoop $150 Both
altered to 26" waist can be let out. Includes 6
1/2 shoe & purse dyed to match. Missy 2759842

Hispanic American Students:
Hay Fiesta
Cuando? Donde? Con Ouien?
Hay reunion enterate de los
detalles-SOL 4pm Hoy Jueves 4 Abril

Pl Kappa Alpha

Attention all ladies! Dream Girl Happy Hour
Fri-Nite 7-9. Sororities have candidate selection in by Fri. Brothers wear Cont-Tie! Softball
today vs. AXA 5pm I Hockey today vs l:X
4:50pm. PIKE WEEKEND tickets going fast,
see Darryl! 3 on 3 Hoops Tourn. Sun.(see
Scotty P.). nKA just mi"ght win Greek Week
this year! I Pledge awareness week is coming
soon!! C-YA

PRE-Qualifications: 1)Need tosavebigforfail
term 2)Must have summer fre-e 3)Desire an
edge upon graduation
Leave: Name, major, phone number for interview invite Call 382-2900

Alpha Delta Pl
Greek Week is finally here. Let's get out and
show our spirit! 'Greek Sing tonight-let's take
1stll This year Greek Week might iust be
different!ll
Tau Kappa Epsilon

TEKE WEEK IS HERE! Let's continue the
tradition. 11 out of 12-Not Bad NPC 1s now
taking applications:
We've got fudge!
Hershey's chocolate Kisses! Jason N.-Love
the hairlll Vo Messy-I mean CHEESY! Dangling Dave-IS IT TRUE? Tree trunk Jerry.
Sarvs-You're a lush! PIPER DOWN SNAPPERHEADl-let's kick ass and ,take some
names TEKE I DON'T WORRY ABOUT IT
Phi Delta Theta

Two M!F NS to share 3brt2b house 2 min from
UCF. Wash/Dryer cable $250+ 1/~ util Call
Russ 249-1198
M!F to share apartment across street from
UCF, own room/bath. Only $153/mo + 1/3 utl
+ dep. Cail Steve or Tim at 282-0389
AVAILABLE 4/30-CALL NOW! M!F nonsmoker share 212 wtcouple. W/D, cable,
sports, etc. $250+1/3 utilities. 3 miles to UCF
NO CATS!l 281-7627
Roommate Wanted to share a spacious 2
Bdrm/2 Bath rm Apt. directly across from UCF.
Will have own bdrm/bathrm $175 + 113 utJI.
Please call 658-9928.
Need 3rd roommate to share 3/2 place FINS
$100 deposit+ $190 + 1/3 utilities Sussex
Place Alafaya/50 275-9842
2F NS to share a house 8 min from UCF
Furnished bdrwasher/dryer, pool, garage, tv.
$240 + 1/3 util. 365-6358

1980 Toyota Tercel eold air am Im $995 6791103
1971 VW Bug auto looks & runs excellent $995
679-1103
1984 Ford Exp clean, good transportation
$2,200 OBO 677-1945
1979 VW Camper auto sink frig table & more
low m1 $2800 678-7647
Z28 Camaro, '85eng, '82body, ps, pb, tilt
wheel, (eng +trans new) looks and runs great
must sell $2700, 282-5209
'90 conv Must GT. excellent condition 3656358 or 380- 7850 ·

Kappa Sigma

Keep up the hard work girls! Don't forget
Greek Sing tonight-make DG shine! Thanks
to Gina and everyone who went out of their
way for DG.

$35,000 potential. Details.
(1) 805-962-8000 Ext. 8-4628
RPS needed PIT package handlers from 26AM $7 per hour Call 297-3715

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 available for immediate
occupancy. Call OMV Properties inc. 6571967
Large 212 w/private balcony or patio, large
kitchen walking distance to 'UCF Please ask
about our move-in special 282-5657
Cambridge Circle 2Bdrm 2 112 bath W/D
microwave 2 floors walking distance to UCF
Available April 1st $465/mo Call 380-3212
leave message
·

Sigma Phi Epsilon

Get ready for an auditory sensation tonight at
Greek Sing. Games Fri. & Sat. Come watch

Be a better pool and billiards player. Learn to
play 8-ball. 9-ball, straight pool, etc ... Call 3813073 for appointment Amateurs only

LSAT GMAT GAE Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scor~s
Taught by testing specialists
Michael Tierney, 897-3300

RESUMES-Typeset only $14/pg. FREE
grammar/spell check. Fast service 2 mi from
UCF Fax or phone Characters Typesetting at
657-8830

SPANISH TUTORING CALL ANA 282-9872
AFTER 9AM ALSO WEEKENDS

Looking for a Shaklee Distributor in the UCF
area? Interested 1n top quality health related
nutritional, personal care, & household products that are environmentally safe and will
save you $$$, Call Michele at 249-0167.
Discover SHAKLEE today!
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that offers FREE emblematic stone encrusting. Jostens! There is a
difference; look for itl It's Academic in the
University Shoppes

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING .'
From the company that still makes rings the
old fashioned way-with hand-crafted molds
made with real old world artisans hip. Jostens I
There is a difference; look for itl It's Academic
in the University Shoppes

Need someone to take place on lease beginning April 1st. Share bedroom and bath. Rent $1 SO/month. Townhouse w/ washer/dryer: 2
miles from UCF Call Anne 380-1882

Home Typist, PC users needed.

Delta Gamma

Need help in French? Call Helene Native
Speaker 282-7428. Good Prices

1989 Ford Escort GT. Showroom model
$7000 Must sell 823-4182 Karen.

Hi Irma, how are you? Phi Delts-Greek Week,
aspire to greatness!! No more converse
snacks, please. Subtraction, additions tricky
friend! Woody lives tonight!! D2BGI
In 1989, Kappa Sigma won third place In
Greek Week. In 1990, Kappa Sigma took
second place in Greek Week. And now, in
1991, the the twentieth anniversary of the first
and best Greek Organization on UCF campus, Kappa Sigma will take first place in Greek
Week. TKE, you've enjoyed that spot for too
long. You better be ready to fight for itl
A.E.K.D.B. I

NEED A RESUME? Call Resume House at
(904) 371-6769

1 bedroom Apt Walk to UCF Cat ok $315
monthly. Call 281-6545

Easy Work! Excellent Pay! Assemble products at home. Call for information 504-6418003 Ext.2568

WORDMASTERS 2n-96oo
Student documents and resumes. Same
day service available. l~M!AT, Word
Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Professlonal*Accurate
TYPING/Word Proc. by 15yr. legal
sect. $1 .00/pg. 366-4045

Mr. Fernandez will tell you everything you
always wanted to know about majoring 1n
industrial engineering but were afraid to ask I
Call him f~r info at 823-2204
AMERICA
NEEDS
INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEER to improve quality of products &
services, expand manufacturing capabilities
and increase productivity of our workforce.
THE DEPT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
offers BS, MS & PhD degrees in IE. CallNisit
Mr. Fernandez at 823-2204 for more info.

Apt setters Flex. Hrs. Top$$ 382-2259
Prof. Typing & Resumes $1 page 365-8890
Lifeguard & swim instructors, camp counselCail after 5:30 or leave message on recorder
ors & event coordinator $4.50-$6.00/hour
Apply now to Oviedo Recreation Dept. 366- · Reasonable and fast typing service. Cail
7000 Ext 660
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs
Summer Work $480 week ave.
3 hours college credit.
Career Placement Upon Graduation

THE WRITE STUFF Professional Typing
Papers, Graphs, charts, resumes, very reasonable rates, 297-3545

Hey New Hawaiian Tropic Girl! Join me for a
Larry's ice cream or sub at Kirkman Oaks?
Chris 661-6211
Bunnie, my honey-bun, the Doc says I'm good
as new now, but can I remedy our relationship? Please join me for Blazing Saddles,
9pm, in. the Wild Pizza tonight to patch up. Bobbie
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. . '77!rs·
THE UCF MARCHING KNIGHTS
ANNOUNCE.~. . .
-~ UCF~ STAR~ET

KNIGHT TRYOUTS ...
-SATURDAY, APRIL 13, 1991, UCF MUSIC REHEARSAL·
~L, REGISTRATION 9AM.
·"".

-

.

...

.

.

AUDITION REQUIREMENTS
~

_FLAG'S -FLAGS WILL BE FURNIS·HED
·-Mus·T HAVE PREVIOUS FLAG CORPS EXPERIENCE
_ -LEARN AND PERFORM A UCF STYLE ROUTINE
DANCE

•

-PREVIOUS ~ARCHING .EXPERIENCE DESIRED,
BUT NOT REQUIRED
-GROUP DANCE EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
-LEARN AND PERFORM A UCF STYLE ROUTINE
,

.

.

.

.

MAJORETTES -MUST HAVE PREVIOUS MAJORETTE EXPERIENCE
-PERFORM AN ORIGINAL TWIRLING ROUTINE-TO .
· MUSIC OF YOUR CHOICE, .APPROX.
.
. 2 MINUTES LONG ..

.

.· -LEARN AND PERFORM A UCF STYLE FIELD ROUTINE

•

•

•
•
•

•

.·

The UCF STARLET KNIGHTS are an ense~b.le. comprised .
of Flags, Maj~rettes~ a~d Dancers. They perform
contemporary routines at Ho~e & Away_Football games
in co~junction with_the UCF Marching KnightS.
Candidates for positions·should plari to elect ·marching
band as a course fOi.credit in the Fall Semester 199 I .
Members selected for prOspective squads will be notified
by mail, as no results will be announced at the auditions. ·
· If_yo·u are interested or wo.u ld like further information _
regarding The Starlet Knights or Marching Knights, call
D~m Major Ron Ellis, Dial UCF~BAND .
...

-

:...

,._

.. ,, ......

~

...... . . . ......
"'

':..

.. ..

-

....
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EXTRA INNINGS

between the Red Sox and
Yankees in '78 and cringing
when Yaz, whohomeredearlier
watching play since I was a kid. in the game, popped up to end
The players, Evans, Fisk· and the game.
· Smells and scenery also had
Nolan Ryan, are the last three
players whose names are part to the romance: Certain smells,
of my first memories. All the like cigar smoke, take me from
· others have long ·since left the wherever I am to Fenway Park.
scene, Yaz (Carl Yastrzemski), The atmosphere and experience
El Tiante (Luis Tiant), Tony C. at the park are nearly as
(Conigliaro), Palmer, aico important in creatingthefove of
(Petrocelli) and the Spaceman, baseball as what happens on the
Bill Lee. [Yes, I am a Red Sox field. Thankfully, Orlando is
fan].
keeping that in mind.
Central Floi·idians can
.P erhaps it is inaccurate to
title the romance of baseball as experience the romance of
"Springtime." It's strongest in having its own team if Orlando ·
the spring but it does extendinto receives one of the expansion
the season. Baseball lovers who teams. And if Orlando gets a
live in cities without a team are franchise, Pat Williams et al.
plan to build a ballpark
truly underprivileged.
I should have owned stock in emphasizing the park. The
Everready for ·the number of biggest thing done to destroy the
batteries I used up in small romance of the game was
transistor radio because of many building those asinine cookieChartei Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
hours listening to Ned Martin. In cutterdome stadiums with a rug. SITTING.STILL FOR LESSONS
Other sports scribes probably Ten-year-old Curt Laketek, who's in the fourth grade, watches soccer camp instructor Ian Hayley
my earliest memories ofbaseball,
I can hear his voice describing the can wax more poetically than I performing a drill ·during soccer camp.
action asRa.yCulporJimLonborg can about the romance of
baseball. Maybe I should read
are pitching.
,
Other fond memories include some Frank Deford or someone
room-style rules of evidence don't understand is how much
watching the '75 World Series as like him and steal some of lµs REFORM
when iq.vestigating recruiting due process there is_in enforceasixth-grader,fallingasleepinthe more profound prose. Well, FROM PAGE 16
violations at the state's colleg- ment of the regulations," Mar10th inning but waking up to see maybe later, I have some
baseball stats to pour through.
chiony said.
Fisk's dramatic home runs.
es.
Ohyeah, that's another thing
Marchiony said state reform
Schools can lose their NCAA
Or rushing home from high
eligibility if they play against laws would either force NCAA
sch_ool to see the playoff game great about baseball.
·schools that don't follow the or- members to chan~ association
ganization's rules, warned rules or spark a series of pun~
NCAA spokesman Jim Mar- ishments of member schools
chiony.
that comply with tl!eir state
"What people and legislators laws.
FROM PAGE 16

a

ao,ooo·

PEOPLE GAVE
SOMETHING TO
THE IRS THIS ·
YEAR.
AND THEY CAN'T
WAIT TILL
NEXT YEAR TO
GIVE AGAIN.

~THE PERFECT .TIME.
\

4

•

,At Glenwood, we offer you other
impo1tant advantages:
• Great Location ·• Quality Mindich Constmction
• Bond Money Financing
• -Private Walled-In
Neighborhood
• Bi.:ick Exteriors
Plus, from now untH April 30,
1991, you will receive an option
package worth $1500 or a
washer.:.dryer and refrigerator
ABSOLUTELY FREE!
This is the time ·to buy! Visit us at
Glenwood today.

Th~y v~lunteered their
skills to people who needed
help doing their taxes. And it
made them feel great.
They weren't nece_ssarily
accountants. They were people, ·
like you arid your club or group
members, who have a basic
aptitude for math and a desire
to help others.
. You know, you can help
people with what taxes them.
And feel great, too.
To find out about the free
IRS training program call
1-800-424-1040 now.
A·Put>licServiceof,...,
This Put>,licalion & ~(:~

,,,

fnt~mal

Revenue
Service

NEW LOWER SALE PRICE!

$29~~
COMPLETE
Includes:

• Shampoo

• Haircut

• Conditioner • Blowdry
• Curling Iron Finish
, · "Prk:es sHghlly hfgher lor long hair and
Designer Perm Wraps

Check the Yellow Pages for -the salon neaqtou .

'The Dartmouth, $82,000 wllh $4,000 down, FHA mortgage of $80,964 plus
$3,000 FHA·MIP. 1sl year principle and lnleresl paymenl of 7718% Is $587 +
$12 insurance escrow+ $65 tax escrow lor total payment of $664. APR Is
8.06%. Second year payment Is at 8718"/o, year 3 thru 3iJ payment is al 91/2%.
Nole: Program availability is subje(I to-change without notice. Appliance and
options offer not valid wilh any olher offer.

·---':.!I

Miil~ Th~re's More Of You .

" ~ ~.

rfstif.!{!;:,~. ·. . ,:

In Every Home We Build.
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Tonight - UCF vs. Siena (2), 6 p.m.
Friday- UCF vs. Bethune Cookman, 7 p.m.
Saturday- UCF vs. SW Louisiana• (2) , 3 &
7p.m .
Sunday- UCF vs. SW Louisiana•, 1:30 p.m.
·-Ase game

...Baseball Standings
•

Conference
w
L
4
2
4
2

SW Louisiana

" UTPA
UCF
New Orleans
• Lamar
Louisiana Tech
Arkansas State

3
3
1
' 1

3
3
1
2
4

w

L
10
16
12
16
19
13
13

23
28
27
16
12
16

9

Pct
.697
.636
.692
.500
.387
.842
.409

89.9 WUCF-FM -

UCF vs. Siena, tonight,
5:45 p.m.
I
CV-16- UCF vs. SW Louisiana, 1:30 p.m.

Pickett's charge
Arkansas State outfielder Bobby Pickett hit his 1Oth
home run of the year in Arkansas St.'s first conference victory
of the season, a 5-2 victory over Lamar. The home run ties a
school record for home runs in a season with Junior Cooper (set
in 1979). Pickett also led the team with 25 RBis and a .394.

Tuesday's results:
UCF 5, DePauw 4

Golfw~ek

•

Chad Mottola became the second UCF baseball player
to be named Player of the Week. Mottola went 13-for-24 (.542)
with one home run and eight RBis for the week enping March
31. In the three-game series against UT-Pan American, Mottola
went 7-for-14. He also has a 16-game hitting streak. Two.weeks
ago, Eric Martinez won similar honors.

Overall
Pct
.667
.667
.500
.500
.500
.333
.200

•

•

Mottola honored

Player of the Month
Golfweek magazine
named UCF junior Liz
Earley as.college player
of the month. Earley, who
is ranked 32nd nationally,
won the UCF/ Rotary
Classic March . She
followed with an 8th-place
fjnish in the Peggy Kirk
Bell Invitational.

ti

Anybody have a shovel. .. or maybe a plow?
Lamar split two games against Arkansas State, but the
two teams experience something that UCF will never have to
worry about. The first game of the series was snowed out.

Singles - Curry, UCF, d. Whetzel,
DePauw, 6-4. 6-1 : Jackson, UCF, d. Prijohzy,
DePauw, 6-2, 7-5; Prickson, bePauw, d.
Badalucco, UCF, 7-6, 6-3; Luna, UCF, d.
Gamble, DePauw, 6-2, 6-4; Gourley,
DePauw, d. Burrows, UCF, 7-6, 6-3~ Goldfarb, UCF, d. Thompson, DePauw,6-1,2-6,6-

3.

On top looking down

I

Doubles -Wexell Gourley, DePauw, d.
Luna/Curry, UCF, 4-6, 7-6, 6-0; Burrows/ ,
Jackson, UCF, d. NelsontPrijohzy, DePauw, ·
5-7, 6-3, 6-4; Campbell/Gamble, DePauw, d. 1
Goldfarb/Gilbert, UCF, 6-2, 6-3.

If the Knights don't win the conference, It won't be
because of a lack of production. UCF leads the ASC with 8.33
runs a game, a .318 team batting average, a ~.13 team ERA
and a .952 fielding percentage. Mike Josephina still leads the
conference in hitting with a .402 batting average_, and Brian
Huie _leads the conterence with five saves.

Spring football dates
Saturday- Scrimmage, 8:45 a.m.
Aprll 13- UCF Alumni Game, 6 p.m., at
University High School.

compiled by Roy Fuoco .
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UNCOVERED PERFORMANCE
~

25°/o OFF!! ALL CLOTHES,
MAGIC, NIKE,
SHORTS & TEES

•

$5.00. OFF ANY PAIR
OF SNEAKERS

•

•

~
A

R

Closest athletic shoe
store to UCF
10% discounts
students & faculty

•

-

SPORT SANDALS

THEUNMRSAL
• Comfortable, secure fit.
• Built-in arch support.
• Soft nylon straps.
• Eosy on and off.
• All-Terrain sole .
SUPPLIERS OF:
Outdoor Equipment
Outdoor Clothing~
Outctoor Fun

, -e l
O.{,(t~-

831-0777 .

I
.I
1

10°/o OFF
TEVAS
WITHTms
AD
EX.PIRES 4/31/91

•

•

.
•

TTI, INC. is the nation's largest and fastest
growing distributor of passive electronic
components.
I.,

Because of extroidinary growth, the company has developed a 12-month sales
training program to prepare qualified
individuals through a combination of classroom and on the job training .
Representatives from TII will be on capipus
April 15 to interview May graduates who are interested in a sales position in the
Orlando office.

•

•
•

TERM PAPERS TYPED
$1.ZS/page*
(double-spaced 8 corrected)

Please contact The Career Resource Center for more
information about TII and also to view the videol, "Careers in Electronics Distribution." If you have questions about the company, please call Sharon Carrell,
Director of Human Resources at 817-831-8300.

TTI, INC. 4033 E. J3ELKNAP, FT. WORTH,. TEXAS 76111

24·HOUR SERVICE
(or better!)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ T~E WRiTE IMAGE------~

I 671-4649

* wiTlt Tltis AdVERTiSEM ENT ONly

. fAx

678-47~l

I'

Sports L111111••1•ll•11mt1a....-..a•••........
Knights lo.o k
t_
o ~egroup
against Siena .
Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF baseball team will look to
return to its winning ways tonight in a
doubleheader against Siena beginning
at6p.m.
The Knights return home after a
disappointing road trip in Texas where
they lost three straight to the University
· of Texas-Pan American.
"You have to give them credit," UCF
Coach Jay Bergman said. 'They didn't
give up when they could have. We didn't
play well enough to win."
After a game ag~inst BethuneCookmanonFriday, the Knights resume
conference play Saturday and Sunday
when they play host to SW Louisiana.
The Ragin Cajuns are tied with UTPA
for the conference lead with a 4-2 record.

UCF edges DePauw, S4
Curry, Jackson get UCF off quickly with singles wins
by Gregory Eyma
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF men's tennis team play~d a
close match against Indiana's DePauw
College on Tuesday and won by a single
match, 5-4.
'
Held at the Orange Lake Country
Club in Kissimmee, the match served as
a gauge of UCFs preparation for the
strong teams from Stetson and
Armstrong College later this month.
"Some ofthe men played hesitantly and
didn'tconcentrate," Assistant Coach Cleave
- Frink said. ''But I was pleased with their
overall performance because they hung on
to win when they could just as easily have
lost." .
In the singles, UCF s Pat Curry opened
Char1ea Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
withafastvictoryfortheKnightsagainst
TWO-FISTED RETURN
DePauw's David Whetzel, 6-4, 6-1.
Kristin Ragsdale makes a backhand return
Curry's teammate Ken Jackson
during action on the UCF courts Tuesday. followed with another win. DePauw's
Peter Prickson responded with a tough

game against UCF's Bob Badalucco,
defeating him, 7-6, 6-3. Strong victories
from Luis Luna and D!ivid Goldfarb put ~
UCF in a solid position for the overall
victory.
In the doubles, Curry and Luna
struggled through the first two sets of
their match before being soundly defeated
by DePauw's Wexel and Gurley in the
final set.
·'?
In the next game, another hard threeset game produced UCFs only doubles
win. A DePauw victory in the final
doubles game was not enough to overcome
the UCF lead.
''Curry w~ looking sharp and Jackson
played well to the end, as always," Frink f.
said. 'Theseasonislookinggoodsofar,even
though the players are a bit worn from
months of playing. Armstrong College will
be our last and toughest match."
UCFs next match will be against
Florida International University in Boca
Raton.

Baseball romance

beg_ins in _spring,
lasts ·a lifetime

ti

,.. >

In the mid-to-late '50s, Katharine Hepburn made a
-· movie called "Summertime." It took place in Italy
(Vienna, I think) and its basic theme was how romantic
it was in the summer. So what? Well, if they were to
make a movie romanticizing baseball, the title could be
"Springtime."
There is something special about spring training. _
It's a time when everythjng is possibl~, when 45-yearolds like Jim Palmer can have a chance to come hack,
even though, as it turned ·o ut, he neyer really had a
chance.
It's a time when fans can get a look at the next .
phenom; when that rookie centerfielder might ju~t be
the next Willie Mays. He may actually tum out to be .
the next Reid Nichols, but those are thoughts of
Michael Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
September, not March.
SPRING
KICKS
Spring is a time to build legends. Although he .never
caught on with B<,>ston; Sam Horn became afanfavoritefor UCF kicker Franco Grilla, who will be a junior this fall, practices field goals during spring football practice. The team
several springs. He'snowstrugglingtokeephiscareeralive scrimmages Saturday and wraps up spring practice with the Alumni game April 1°4.
·:o
in Baltimore, but it's not the same. In Boston, fans could
compareHom to Dr. Strangeglove(DickStuart)andBoomer
(GeorgeScott).lnBaltimore,he'sjustanotherpower-hitting
first baseman who can't hit.
Baltimore has two other players who represent the
.
.
.
more romantic side ofspringtraining. Brady AndersoJ), ·
a centerfielder, was a hot prospect in the Boston
organization.
· A few years ago, Boston sportswriters could simply
refer to him as the "phenom" and readers knew who Staff Report
if they accept athletic scholarships: of Nevada-Las Vegas' men's basthey meant. He was the next __ (fill in the blank with · COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
·
The new law could leave Ne- . ketball Coach Jerry Tarkanian and u
your own great centerfielder). But later, during the ..;;...;...=..;;.,.;;;;..;....;..;.;;;..;;..;;,...;...;;;.;..;..;..;..;;.,.;;;;.____ braska schools that violate the his team. .
season, when the optimism of spring leaves and the
' (CPS)- State politicians joined NCAA aid rule shut out of NCAA
Last year, the NCAA's Commitcold business of winning pennants are more to the the college sports reform move- telecasts, revenues and even games tee on Infractions barred Tarkaforefront, the "phenom" was traded. Oh well, there will ment in recent weeks.
with other NCAA-member schools. nian's team from the 1991 Divi- fJ
always be spring phenoms.
i_ Legislators in
at least three - Reformers hope that NCAA will sion I championship as a penalty. .
There will also be the phenoms who become legends states, some angry about the way lift the limits on helping athletes for. alleged recruiting violations in
- Dwight Evans, for example. It will be strange for the poweFful NCAA has treated before the law goes into effect June 1977.
~
After hearing new evidence in
BostQnfanstowatchDeweyroamtherightfieldpasture schools in their districts, intro- 1, 1992.
for the Orioles- this summer. Even stranger than duced bills that would excuse local
When he sign_e d the bill into law, October, the committee postponed
watching Pudge Fisk (the curse of the Bambino lives) campuses from following some Nelson expressed "fervent hope that the punishment, barring the team ~
'
move to Chicago 10 years ago. Not too many players NCAA rules.
this voluntary national organiza- from the 1992 championships.
"If Jerry Tarkanian broke the
play their entire career with one team, and it's too-bad
Supporters of bills in Nebraska, tion will do the right thing and alEvans couldn't finish in Boston.
Nevada and Colorado say certain low both needy and academically rules, he ought to be penalized like
Butin the cold world ofbaseball in the winter, Evans NCAA rules abuse college athletes talented young American to draw anyone else," said Vergiels, who .,_
was waived. In the spring, it may not have happened. and coaches.
all the student aid for which they introduced the bill. "But the NCAA
denies any sort 'Of due process."
Palmer and Brooks Robinson, for example, made it
"They really don't do their jobs qualify."
Due process of course would
throughonemorespringtrainingwiththeOriolesbefore very well," Nevada Sen. John
At the same time, Nevada's senhanging it up in midseason. It's hard to cut a legend in Vetgiels said of NCAA officials.
ate is debating a bill that would force the NCAA to make public any
the spring (although it does happen - see Fernando).
Most recently, on March 1, Ne- require the NCAA to hold recorded evidence of wrongdoing it might
You see, in thespring,legendshavethatonemoregood braska Gov. Ben Nelson signed.a hearings and rule quickly when in- have, and to let the accused have a
season left in them.
law that would let Nebraska col- vestigating whether a school has chance to defend themselves with ,q,
evidence of their own.
There are three legends around this year looking for leges give athletes more-aid than broken NCAA rules.
Vergiels is especially upset that
that last hurrah, three players who I've enjoyed just sports scholarships.
Many in the state were upset
The NCAA limits how much aid with the way the NCAA handled
see REFORM page 14
see EXTRA INNINGS page 14 students can get from other grants its investigations of the University

Angry at NCAA, state politicians
try to flex muscle with new laws ~
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nal confrontation with the
killer.
Fox is comedically su' ' W e live this
,,
perb
as
Lang. Fox is quite bejob. _ It's
as the spoiled movie
lievable
something
idol trying to learn to act like
we are, not
a New York cop. Woods is assomething we do. You can't
suredly funny. as the tough,
learn about being a cop by
cynical detective trying to
eating corn dogs and carrypursue a psychotic killer while
ing a prop gun." But this is
baby-sitting a movie star.
exactly what movie matinee
Lang's performance as
idol Nick Lang (Mich8:el J.
The Party Crasher is chillFox) tries to do when he
ing, as well as humorous, as
teams up with Lt. John Moss
the psychotic killer who en(James Woods) in "The Hard
onon Pictures
joys playing cat and mouse
Way."
with Moss. Angie's presence
The film opens with New James Woods stars with Michael J. Fox in this twist on the buddy-cop films. Woods and
helps establish the mood of
York City detective John Fox turn in two great performances.
the actor's spoiled, HollyMoss chasing a psychopath,
ra). Moss winds up taking Langwith wood lifestyle. Arinabella Sciarra is
known as The Party Crasher (Ste- action hero image.
him
on his date. The· matinee idol comical as the detective's girlfriend
phen Lang). who informs the police
When Lang. sees Moss on the
also
gives
the detective advice on how and reveals another side of Moss'
of his intentions and carries out his news, he tells his agent, Angie (Penny
to
talk
to
a woman.
character.
murderous plans. Moss is an ang:ry, Marshall), to arrange for him and
Director John Badham ("WarUnfortunately,
for
Moss
nothing
intense, cynical cop trying to appre- Moss t0 work together. Lp.ng exWill
stop
Lang
from
interfering
in
games,"
"Bird on a Wire") does an
hend this psychopath. Moss's angry plains, "Ifl can taste his blood, walk
demeanor does not change when he his beat, I know I can nail this part." Moss' life and in his investigation of excellent job in terms of pacing,
Moss is an"ything but happy with The Party Crasher (against the or- suspense and use of props, such as
is taken off the case to ,work with
the prospect of baby-sitting a Holly- ders of his superiors). The detective movie advertisements and trailers to.
Lang.
Lang is the star of a series oflndi- wood brat instead of tracking down even tries handcuffing the actor to show how Lang's screen persona is
ana Jones-like movies titled "The · The Party Crasher. Moss is told by the bed.
driving Moss crazy.
The undynamic duo's pursuit of
What really make the film work are
Smoking Gun" and a frustrated pri- his superior officer that he is to stay
ma donna.who desperately wants a with Lang and make sure nothing The Party Crasher takes them the chemistry of the two lead characthrough the streets of New York,.to ters and the spoofing of the movie in- ·
part in an upcoming cop _film. The happens to him.
young heart throb wants to work
Also, Lang interferes and inter- a theater showing Lang's current film dust:ry and moviemania. These two
with Moss to research the character rupts Moss' relationship with his and to the top of a giant advertise- elements make "The Hard Way" an
and, eventually, break out of his girlfriend, Susan (Annabella Scior- ment promoting Lang's film for a fi- exciting and entertaining fihn.
By Tom Pryor

Prince, Paula Abdul join in 'U'
sect~ons

of Et Cetera for
·more details.
n"More Cocks
According to a recent interview in Rolling Stone,
"industrial disco" band The
'Revolting Cocks is in the
studio working ·on a new
release. The first single, titled "Crackin' Up," has not
seen a release date yet, but
at least it is on the way.

Michael's own label, called
Nation Records. The deal
supposedly could generate.
$1 billion in profits for the
artist. Could the man get
any richer?
New News
New EMI signees, Huey
Lewis and The News, have
completed an album set for
release on May 17. The album promises a new,
harder sound for the band
that's last album, Small
World, was an utterly soft,
flop. A to_u r in support · of
th'e new disc is set for this .
summer. Let's hope this is
a "welcome" comeback.
l1'i"

&"For "U" only
Singer, cheerleader, Diet Q" ·Prequel News
Coke girl Paula Abdul has
Did you ~ow that "Sicollaborated with Prince on lence of the Lambs" had a
a new single, "U."-The song prequel of sorts? Or maybe
· is set for inclusion on Ab- it's that "Silence of the
dul's follow-up to the highly Lambs" is a sequel. Anysuccessful Forever Your way, the first film was
Girl.
"Manh unter." The movie ll'S' Deee-Lite-ful
was the big screen project
Seventies retro band,
l1'i" More collaborations ...
of "Miami Vice" creator· Deee-Lite,has just released
After all the hullabaloo Michael Mann. "Manhunt- · their third ·s ingle from tlJ.eir
over Madonna and Michael er" didn't do well in the debut disc, World Clique.
Jackson going to the Acad- theaters but was a success The group has spawned
emy Awards together. word with critics. Check it out at their own boutique in New
comes of why they were to- your local video haven.
York's Greenwich Village . .
gether. It seems Miss Mand
The store's name? DeeeMr. MJ are collaborating on ll'S' The Billion Dollar Man Gorgeous.
Superstar Michael Jackmany different projects.
Rumors are circulating that son has reportedly signed ll'S' Good Show
the project could be any- an unprecedented deal with
Congratulations to singthing from a single on the Sony Corporation. The er Amy Grant for scoring a Michael's upcoming sum- deal, at an undisc.losed bona fide hit on the curmer release to an entire amoun_t, involves feature rent Billboard charts. Her
album together to a film films, music videos, com- most recent single, "Baby
collaboration. What will be puter software, a six record Baby," is number fourteen
the outcome? Check _future. recording contract and with a bullet this week.
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The Charts
<O Billboard Magazine
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WAS1E

have been deerrted a sertous
health threat to the public.

frompage 1

"The thing that hurts us the
most is self-seIVing bias," Van
Deman says. "A group like
-Greenpeace Now, which has a
o-i)errent peer review, can make
~ outrageous claimS about resource recovery without any understanding ofthe dynamics
inVolved and affect thewaypeo• ple think of our operation."
Van Deman believes Greenpeace, mt waste companies, are
• in the business ofmakingmoney. "They raise funds to pay
themselves," he adds. There is
• no love lost between these two
groups, and sooner or later they
would meet head on
.
On
Oct.
1
7,
members
of
• Greenpeace Now scaled two
160-foot smokestacks at
• Van Deman's Pinellas County Incineration
plant and
• dr ap ed
them with
banners
reading:
'The Mercury is rising" and

"Don't bum
Florida." The
l•
protesters were
charged with trespassing and later arrested.
Greenpeace claimed the plant
was emitting high amounts of
Mercmy. If ingested, Mercury
11
can cause severe nerve damage,
birth defects and slowing of
growth in children. The clear
smoke emissions from the
plant's garbage incineratorwere
said to have caused increased
, Mercury levels in nearby ponds
and lakes.
Neighbors of the Pinellas Plant
also expressed concern over the
Mercury emissions and blocked
city plans to add capacity to the
site so it could handle another
1,500 tons of waste a day. But
afterfederalchock.5, no emis&ons
were reported
-''Fromarienviromnental point
of view, our plant has not had
oneproblem,"VanDemanpoints
out. "Even Greenpeace Now can
confirm that." .
What about landfillS?
,
TheEnviromnental Protection
Agency already has a list with
some249municipallandfillsthat
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Hollow Men good in the a.m.;
Material Issue overall Hstenable

extensive damage to the ground ·
soil at a landfill. Yet, even after iC& '.'b. • ,A 't f~ .. ine, but I'm serious, this is
warnings from several health •
1 ./ '\: V
v ~
good wake-up music.
agencies, the dmnping of poten- "THE l:IOLLOW
The Hollow Men are
tiallydangerouswastecontlnues
softer than 7 Seconds, usat landfills all over the country.
~ ·"~: c)· ing keyboards and more
So who do we believe?_The
atmospheric guitar, but
government health experts? A
' j~ *ct~~
harder- than the Cure, befinancially motived company
cause of funk. Yeah, that's
1~
building a waste incinerator? A :~~~· . : 1
right, boyeez. It's nothin'
conc~med, but 'publicity conlike
the R.H.C. Peppers, but
~
·~~sctous, special interest group?
it contains that particularly
N3 usually is the case, you, me
happy wackawackawacka
and the rest of the Amertcan
we all know so well from the
public are forced to sit in the Artist: The Hollow Men
"Starsky and Hutch"
middle of this question waiting Title: Cresta
theme.
for someone else to take care of Producers: The Holfow Men
Whatever happened to
Label: Arista Record, Inc.
this problem.
RC Cola, and why do I like
In the process, our fragile air
the silly Hollow Men so
andwaterresourcessufferthe
ontrary to what the much? The answer to them
greatest
damage.
name of the band both is the same: I don't
These things we
implies, this is not know.
cannot fix so
Anyway, if you're tired of
the debut album of
easily.
It's the lip servers who danced facades, but still take pleastrange that for the president's dog: sure in pleasure, keep in
the issue of Millie Vanjlla Ice Fab Rob mind that The Hollow Men
waste dis- Gsus4. These five young most recently contributed
posal
is studs are shown on the (I'm serious) to a compilasuch
a inside cover brushing_their tion ·compact disc titled
mystery to teeth. This should give you "The Last Temptation of
us, but a a good idea of what this Elvis."
problem like band is all about: fun, no
-Jeff Hunn
cancer is uni- facade.
versally underThe album, their first
stood. Sad thing is, American release, is named
some of the waste de- after
fizzy, fruity, shersttoyed at incinerators are berty, soft drink that was
thought to cause cancer.
popular in Britain in the
It's true that our future lies in '70s."
what we can recycle from our
Yeah, so this album is
waste, but can we do it? Amert- obviously not very useful,
cans have always loved conve- but it Gloes have some
nience. If it's quick and easy, worth. The lyrics do leave a
without a lot of hassle on us, we bit, maybe even a byte, to
adopt it immediately.
be ,9esired; the best line
'Thisiswheretheproblernfac- comes from "Pantera Rosa" • International Pop OveringreCyclirigstarts. Canan entire (which mea:ns Pink Pan- throw
countiyused to microwave pizza ther): "You think these Artist: Material Issue ·
and drtve-thru desserts take on
flowers
are
lilMlllllllll~ Producer:
the task cL recycling waste?
real. They
Material
Although recycling is not a hang like
Issue and
tough chore to master, it does
c h a ins
~f:!:::fJ:]:::I Jeff Murtake time to do. To becenle "recy- aro u n d
~Y
clers," we need to learn about y o u r
Label:
the waste process from the "gar- n e c k ;
Polygram
bage up. "That means more gov- how does
Recordsemment information on the is- it feel?"
sue, more ~ssion by political
But under- n:::r@t:{@Jl
At
leaders and a greater understanding from all-of us.
stand,
this is
alternative
fd hate to see old Mother Na- dance music. It
turehaveto put up with anymore is a great start to any first glance Material Issue
"garbage" than she has to, espe- morning. Tony the Tiger al- appears to be just another
cially when her health is not all ways seemed a bit bogus to sappy Manchester soundthat good.
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ing band, in the tradition
of such groups as the Soup
Dragons, The Happy Mondays and the Charlatans
U .K. This notion is quickly
dismissed with the first
song, "Valerie Loves Me."
In fact, the trio of Jim
Ellison. Ted Ansani and
Mike Zelenko did not grow
up anywhere near England.
They form a guitar-charged
band that hails from the
Windy City (or Chicago for
those of you whose worldly
knowledge consists of visits
to Epcot) .
Appropriately, "Valerie
Loves Me" is also being released as Material Issue's
· debut single. It is a fierce
cut, -apparently about sorpe
guy's obsession with his
female neighbor.
This is also the first of
four songs about women on
the LP, the others being:
"Diane," "Renee Remains
the Same" and "Li'l Christine." This may lead one to
think that the Material Issue boys are a bit frustrated.
The best cuts off the LP
'are "Valei-ie Loves Me,"
"C}1.ance of a Lifetime" and
"Very First Lie."
Material Issue would be
a great record if songs like
"Renee Remains the Same"
and "A Very Good Idea"
were not there to slow
things down.
If usual trends hold true
and Material Issue matures
its sound a bit, then its next
LP should be a keeper.
Overall, International
Pop Overthrow;s Material
Issue is listenable with a
few qrilliant moments. If
you got some extra money
and you are sick of the
many groups out their like
Warrant or Trixter, check
'em out:
-Mark Thomas
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It's springtime in New York City: Part II
. by Bill Cushing
riday, March 15: It's only b~en one day?
Greeting the morning still half drunk and
edging toward a hangover, Tom and I drove
down to Hell's Gate for some fresh air. Hell's
Gate is an aptly named stretch of water underneath
the Triborough Bridge. It's a collection of tidal
whirlpools and dangerous crosscurrents bordered
on either side by shores that sound like wind chimes
as waves wash crushed glass against itself.
After purging our systems of the alcohol. we prepared for the evening. And what an evening it was.
After a dinner of cuny and Indian beer at Taste
of India on Bleecker Street, we walked to the Bottom ~ine just in thne to catch the 11 o'clock show of
Buster ("Hot, Hot, Hot!") Poindexter and the Banshees of Blue.
Fifteen bucks for a two-hour show and revue,
and table service besides. Buster and scotch - it
doesn't get any better than that.
Saturday, March 16: The St. Patty's Day Parade!
And as Jack McCarthy, traditional emcee of this
annual Gelebration for several decades, said, "If
you're lucky enough to be Irish, you're lucky
enough."
Hopping back on the el. we truck to the south
end of Central Park to watch the parade. After about
an hour of watching the an1mals, we decided to

F

,

'

goodness, real St. Patrick'.s Day.
check out the tamer side of nature. _
This is it - corned beef and cabbage, boiled
Walking through Central Park, we spend the
better part of the afternoon in the Central ·P ark zoo, potatoes and beer. The day of the year every son
which has the best bird display I've seen in some and daughter oflreland waits for. And the day when
time. From the arctic residents of puffins and pen- everyone else in the world is lucky enough to be
guins to a massive replica of tropical rain forests, counted as Irish.
After several plates of that wondrous stuff, Sunday
it's a great deal for $2.50.
·
We were too busy watching the polar bears do ·became, indeed, a day ofrest.
laps under water to see the citizemy of New York
Later in the day, as Tom retired to his desk
take target practice on Mayor Dinkins for marching to grade some papers and Angie tended to the
with a gay and lesbian faction that he squeezed ~he cats of a friend who had left town to visit her
organizers ofthe event into entering. I guess Dinkins mom in (ta-da!) Orlando, I spent the time
figures he's lost every other vote s0 he's trying for walking around the neighborhood. It had been
nearly a decade since I had last been to New
whatever bloc he can get.
The next day, he called the behavior of those York and I wanted to fill up on memories of it,
heaving the beer bottles (along with some nasty. be they good or .bad - it's all a part of New
words) "despi~able."Thisis true, Mr. Mayor, but it's York.
just a~ despicable to use the parade to salvage
I had pizza at a little shop where Hispanic
whatever political gain you think you can manage. hookers hung out by the post office.
Enough said.
Then, for. dessert, some cake at Walken's
. The afternoon winding down, we head back to . Bakery, a store formerly owned and operated
Astoria in time to watch "The Quiet Man," the de- by actor Christopher Walken's family but now
finitive Irish movie that stars John Wayne in perhaps. run by Mediterranean family of some sort
his best role. With the likes of Victor McLaughlin, (whether they were Greek or Italian, who
Maureen O'Hara and Barty Fitzgerald behind you, knows?). but the calte and eclairs are still of
the highest quality.
it's hard to go wrong.
The rest of the evening was relatively quiet as we
.Monday, March 18: Back to Florida. All good
drank wine and watched some movies.
things must come to an end, as did my funds.
Sunday, March 17: The official, the honest-to.:
Thanks, New York, for a fun time.
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This newly created award
celebrates student team contributions to
the campus community and recognizes
outstanding accomplishments.
One student team from our campus
· which best embodies the spirit of
Saturn will be awarded $1,000. The
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a national award of $5,000 presented at
Saturn-.
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